Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CEO_Leurr:
::::: in ENG going over all ENG systems::::::::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: open a channel to the fleet.

OPS_Mitch:
::on bridge::

Tac_Ktarn:
::reviews data from last battle log::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE ARRIVES AT THE COORDINATES WITH THE TRIKHONIS, CANNON AND CYGNUS

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Leurr:
*co* we are all a go in ENG sir.   all systems are showing green light status

Tac_Ktarn:
::openms channel::CO: channel open

CO_Ber:
ALL: beware of their gravimetric power signature. Stay away from the ship, circle around it and stay away from any planetary systems.

EnsAbrams:
::sitting at helm looking for a pedal::

Tac_Ktarn:
*Leurr*: I need the sheilds reworked to cut to compensate for the gravametric distortions

CEO_Leurr:
*tac* ops can do that. Im the one that keeps em up

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: are the weapons ordered ready?

CEO_Leurr:
:::: watching power conduit loads::::::;

OPS_Mitch:
Ktarn:  How is our "project" coming along?

EnsAbrams:
::not finding any pedal, decides to input a few manuevers for later use::

CO_Ber:
Abrams: eta?

CSO_Ens_D:
::Arrives at Science, starts making a trejectory of subspace particles::

Tac_Ktarn:
*Leurr*: Akcnowledge.  Have you completed the radar trasmitter that I send the spec down for?

OPS_Mitch:
::recieves report from his officer on deck 9::

EnsAbrams:
CO: two minutes, Sir.

CEO_Leurr:
*tac* yes its ready for you to do your thing to ktarn

OPS_Mitch:
Ktarn & CO:  The tropedo stock on deck 9 has been relocated per your orders Captain

CO_Ber:
Dora: show us on the viewer the "wave" that thing is putting out, so we don't enter it and knock out our warp drive

CO_Ber:
Michell: thank you. join me down here please

Tac_Ktarn:
OPS:reconfigerst the sheilds  out compensate for the gravametric distortions

OPS_Mitch:
Ber:  Aye sir.  ::moves to stand next to the CO::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: let me know when you get a fix on that signature.

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir the tri-colbert ones are ready.  As for the Mircowave ones I need to install the last part

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:SENSORS PICK UP THE APPROACHING ALIEN FLEET

CEO_Leurr:
:::::notices some power glitches::::::

OPS_Mitch:
::sends his Assistant to reconfigure the shields::

OPS_Mitch:
Ktarn:  I have my assistant on it..  they should be reconfigured shortly

CSO_Ens_D:
::picks up somethin on sensors::

CEO_Leurr:
::: checks the conduit loads and power generators:::::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: we will both try telepathically the same thing....."hello, this is starfleet, can we help you?"

CSO_Ens_D:
::does a chrono metric scan::

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Your da boss..  sir..  

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  Mitchell:  Sir, shields reconfigured

CO_Ber:
Abrams: eta!??

CEO_Leurr:
*bridge* im getting power fluctuations down here. doesnt look good

CSO_Ens_D:
CO:Sir I'm picking up the approaching fleet.....

EnsAbrams:
CO: about a minute lees than the last time you asked.  Sir.

OPS_Mitch:
Rogers:  Good work.  Inform Ktarn and then monitor them

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices heavier glitches::::::;

CO_Ber:
Abrams: put us behind the heading of that sphere and away from the gravametic wave

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: Shall I take us to Red alert?

CSO_Ens_D:
::getting in as much data as I can::

CO_Ber:
Ktran: make it so

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  Ktarn:  Sir, the shields have been reconfigured to your specifications...

Tac_Ktarn:
*All Hands*: __20RED ALERT__.  All Hands report to Battle Stations.  This is not a Drill.  __20RED ALERT

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Alert.wav):

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye:  taking us clear of their feilds.

Tac_Ktarn:
::readys all tac systems for battle::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: ok. lets see if we can communicate. now

Tac_Ktarn:
Rogers: Acknowledge

EnsAbrams:
::pushes the necessary buttons::

OPS_Mitch:
::prepares himself for the telepathic communication::

CO_Ber:
~~~~~~~~hello this is starfleet, can we help you?~~~~~~~~~~~

OPS_Mitch:
~~~~~~~~hello this is starfleet, can we help you?~~~~~~~~~~~

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: they get no response

CSO_Ens_D:
::picking up massive particle emissions::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: hail all ships to lay mines down......

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: A STRON FEELING OF "SURVIVAL I" IS ALL THE CO PICKS UP

Tac_Ktarn:
Com:fleet Lay Mines

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices power drains in the conduits themselves::::::

Tac_Ktarn:
::begins laying mine feilds::

CEO_Leurr:
*bridge* im losing power down here!

CSO_Ens_D:
::does a full subspace scan::

Tac_Ktarn:
::scan ships for a weak spot::

CEO_Leurr:
::::runs a scan on the power loss in teh conduits::::::

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Did you pick up anything?  I think I felt very faint feelings of survival..  but I'm not sure...

CO_Ber:
~~~~~not here, not now~`~~

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE ALIEN FLEET MOVES IN

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: yes I can feel it......

CSO_Ens_D:
CO:Sir the fleet is moving in...

Tac_Ktarn:
::readys the Mircowav torpedos::

CEO_Leurr:
:::notices power is vanishing within the condiuts themsleves:::::

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  *Leurr*  I'm showing some serious power fluctuations down there sir..  do you confirm?

CO_Ber:
Abrams: stay out of range of their distortions

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: Sir I got one of the Microwave tordepos locked and load

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: set two torps with the microwave generators

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* yea power is being lost in teh conduits themselves .... i dont knwo why......

EnsAbrams:
CO: We are clear, Sir.

CSO_Ens_D:
::does a sensors check of power loss::

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* we're trying to keep outof their wave.....

Tac_Ktarn:
::readys another Torp::

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir Mic torps are ready

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  *Leurr*  The conduits themselves?  That is rather abnormal...  can you tell if its the same as the other ships experienced?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: do you have thier phase frequency?

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* ill need data on the other ships i dont have it here

CSO_Ens_D:
::finds solution, but making checks, does a plasma scan with reconfiguration module::

Nicke_AGM:
<USS CYNGUS>*Delphyne* we are in position.....

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Captain, shall we attempt telepathic communication again, or should I return to OPS?

Tac_Ktarn:
CSO: I need to know what Freg the Alein ships are phased at all times.  Link the data to my station

CO_Ber:
*cygnus* divert their attention for us. be careful

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: Yes sir.

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  *Leurr*  Sending it down now..  ::sends information from the other ships to Main Engineering::

CEO_Leurr:
::::Noitices more power being lost in teh conduits:::::

CSO_Ens_D:
::links data to TAC station::

Nicke_AGM:
<Cyngus>*Delphyne* Aye Captain

CEO_Leurr:
::: begins to review data:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: holding steady at 1000 meters from the edge of their distortion wave.

Nicke_AGM:
<Cyngus>::moves to intercept

Tac_Ktarn:
CO:L Yeas sir

CO_Ber:
Abrams: ok. stay behind and locate their landing bay, its their weak point

CSO_Ens_D:
*CEO*: Try a a low flow plasma injection into the the conduits and see if that does it...

Tac_Ktarn:
Ops: Find out what data we have on Terran water mammals that use sonsor to talk.  Let me know what in the data banks

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye.

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Sir?  Should I return to my station now or are we going to try again?

Nicke_AGM:
<Cyngus>::tries to distract the incoming merge ship, the two other mother ships are close behind

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: Sir I can do that for you..

CEO_Leurr:
::::notices that the power in the gravity generators is dropping more than the others::::::

OPS_Mitch:
<Rogers>  How detailed info do you need?

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: I am still trying.....report to your station and do the same.

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Aye

OPS_Mitch:
::goes back to his station relieving Ensign Rogers::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* im showing a power loss in the gavity conduits and gravity generator... we might be going zero g in 20 minutes at this rate

CEO_Leurr:
*cso* ill try that

OPS_Mitch:
Alien Fleet:   ~~~~~~~~hello this is starfleet, can we help you?~~~~~~~~~~~

Tac_Ktarn:
Rogers: find out every thing you can as far as lauange in the data banks.  then stuff the data into the Universal transtor its a rough shot

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:AS THE CYGNUS AND TRIKHONIS MOVE IN, THE LEAD ALIEN SHIP OPENS FIRE

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* we'll be done by that time I hope

Nicke_AGM:
<Cyngus>*Delphyne* we are under attack..repeat..under attack

CSO_Ens_D:
CO:Sir they are firing..

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: shall i Try the Micro tropdo?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: did you get a lock on their phase freq yet?

EnsAbrams:
::looks for they safety belt that the consoles at the Academy had::

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: Yes sir

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: Yes sir, at this mark,...

Tac_Ktarn:
::loads phased Freg of alien ship into Microwav Tropdeo

CEO_Leurr:
:::analyzing the power loss versus the other ship data::::::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: fire one into their landing bay. set the phase to take effect 100 yards from their ship

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: A BATTLE ENSUES.........THE CYNGUS AND TRKHONIS BEGIN TO TAKE HAVY LOSSES

CO_Ber:
That should surprise them

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

EnsAbrams:
CO: I think I've located their bay, but without them launching another craft, I won't know for sure.

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: 45678mhz Frequency...

OPS_Mitch:
*CEO*  Leurr, this is a shot in the dark, but try spraying some water on the conduits..  they shouldn't fry due to some modifications my team and I made..

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: I'll try to modulate in the difference of the phase..

CO_Ber:
Ktran: fire phasers as a divertion

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Perhaps we can provoke them into launching a craft sir..

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: thats the plan

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires two Mircowave torpedos at the alien ship set to phase at 45678 mh freg 100 meter from alian launch bay::

Tac_Ktarn:
::fires phasers:::

CO_Ber:
All; lets see if they try to phase now

CSO_Ens_D:
CO:Sir I'll be willing to take the craft

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: torpedo's way.  firing phasers

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  AS THE SHIPS BREAK THROUGH THE DEFENSES OF THE CYNGUS AND TRIKONIS , THE SMALLER VESSEL MOVES IN ON THE DELPHYNE....POWER LOSSES BEGIN TO SHOW

Tac_Ktarn:
<<<ops meters =yards >>>>

CEO_Leurr:
::::::notices an increased drain on the power system:::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE POWER CONDUIT TO DECK 12 COLLAPSES DUE TO A MASSIVE POWER DRAIN

OPS_Mitch:
::rerouting power to stabilize the modified shields::

EnsAbrams:
CO: I'm losing power to the engines.

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: use one of the tri-cobalts on that scout ship NOW

Tac_Ktarn:
::change freg on phasers to 45678 Mhz::

CEO_Leurr:
DCT: all bravo teams report to asigned areas now.

OPS_Mitch:
::ugg::  *DCT*  Damage Control Team to Deck 12.  I have a conduit down

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires Tri-cobalts at scout::

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Sir the reason for power loss probably is because of their metaphasic tranmissions.....we could send a verton disruption though...

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices that impulse power loss::::::

Tac_Ktarn:
::fires phasrs at 45678 Mhz::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE ALIEN SHIPS FIRE ON THE DELPHYNE

OPS_Mitch:
*Leurr*  Leurr, I'm rerouting power to bypass the downed conduit, but it will take a few..

OPS_Mitch:
::reroutes power to bypass conduit::

Tac_Ktarn:
*ALL Hands*: brace for impact!!

CO_Ber:
Dora: try it, but set our shields to coincide with their frequencies, modulate it though

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE , TRIKHONIS AND CONNAON , ALONG WITH THE CYNGUS MOVE TO DETER THE FLEET

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Yes sir....

CEO_Leurr:
:::;;watching the power rerouting and seeing little if any help on the gravity generators and impulse drives:::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:THE DELPHYNE IS HIT

CSO_Ens_D:
::sets shields at 45678, and then sends a verton disruption directly at the ships:: CO: Fire now sir?

CO_Ber:
::sits in chair consulting logs from past weeks captains logs::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* Est gravity loss in 10 mins

CO_Ber:
::whoa::

OPS_Mitch:
::completes rerouting::

Tac_Ktarn:
CSO: Scan the mother ship to see if the Microwav tropedo jhad any effect

OPS_Mitch:
*Leurr*  rerourting complete..  did you try the water on the conduit to see if it helped?

CSO_Ens_D:
::Fires veteron pulse disruption:: That should do it..

CO_Ber:
Abrams: back us off. don't get caught in their power drain

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE TORPEDO LAUNCHED BY THE DELPHYNE FINDS ITS MARK...............THERE SEEMS TO BE ONLY MINIMAL DAMAGE.....

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* no effect this power drain is extrernal i assume that the alien ship is draining the power

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: I'm getting large particle displacements, their shields are going down....

CSO_Ens_D:
::does extra scans::

EnsAbrams:
CO: It's been tough trying not to back us off.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE POWER DRAIN IS INCREASING

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: send to all ships to back off a bit....lets see what they do.

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Captain, if they are amphibious, perhaps they are sensitive to sonic weapons like some of the old 20th century amphibians?

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Aye

OPS_Mitch:
*Fleet*  All ships, back off the alien fleet..  

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE CYNGUS IS DESTROYED 

CEO_Leurr:
:::: gets in data showing power loss to gravity system is increasing 10 fold:::::

Nicke_AGM:
<ALL SHIPS>* Aye Delphyne*

CSO_Ens_D:
:WOW:

CO_Ber:
::jeez::

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir the Cyngus is destroyed

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* im showing massive power drains on teh gravity system Est time until no grav 3 mins

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE ALIAN SHIPS BEGIN TO ALTER COURSE

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: fire two more tri-cobalt, one with and one without

EnsAbrams:
CO: Now at 5000 meters and holding.

CSO_Ens_D:
::this is odd frequency has changed to 700mhz:: TAC: New Freq 700mhz

OPS_Mitch:
::attempting to stop the power drain::

CEO_Leurr:
ENG teams: all teams get rtedy for zero-g situation all z-g gear is to be put on now

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION;THE ALIEN SHIPS BEGIN TO PHASE SHIFT

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires a normal tri-cobalt and a modif one change the freg and progam the second to hit after the phased one

CO_Ber:
::straps in:: Bridge: be ready for 0 gravity....

Tac_Ktarn:
CSO: Scan for life podds

CEO_Leurr:
:::: goes over and gets zero-g boots:::::

EnsAbrams:
::wonders why theses seats don't have belts like the ones at the Academy::

CSO_Ens_D:
::scans for life pods::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices power loss on the grav system almost gone::::

Tac_Ktarn:
<sec>::hands out Mag boots for bridge crew::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* z-g in 30 secs

OPS_Mitch:
Bridge:  I would suggest getting into zero-g gear or locking yourself to your console somehow...

CSO_Ens_D:
::puts on mag boots::

CO_Ber:
Abrams: they changed course, new heading?

EnsAbrams:
::finds the belts under the seat and straps in::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE PHASING OF THE ALIEN SHIPS AND THE FEDERATION WEAPONS DISCHARGING INTERACT DISRUPTING THE QUANTOM BARRIER.....SENDING ALL SHIPS BACK IN TIME.......

Bob:
_AWAY_

OPS_Mitch:
::gets up and goes to a stoage locker at the back of the bridge and puts on the mag boots, and goes back to his station::

CEO_Leurr:
::: notices the grav-system is no delpleted:::::

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Sir I"m getting Temperal displacement transmissions....

CO_Ber:
::watches as the cygnus re implodes !!::

EnsAbrams:
CO: Sir, instruments are off the scale.  I'm getting no readings at all.

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* we have z-g

CO_Ber:
*Leurr* We're on it. thank you

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir the Cygnus is no longer destroyed

Nicke_AGM:
<cYNGUS>*Delphyne* we are in position

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: I'm also getting tachyon emissions like no tomorrow my counsel is going crazy...!!!

CEO_Leurr:
::::: turns finishes putting on z-g boots while floating in main ENG::::::

OPS_Mitch:
Ktarn:  Do you have any available security personnel?  Someone should go through the decks to inform the people to try to lock themselves down...

Nicke_AGM:
<all ships>*ship wide* the alien fleet is approaching

CO_Ber:
*cygnus* stay back.......stay back

Tac_Ktarn:
Ops: All ready done

CEO_Leurr:
::::: notices all readings showing no sign of logic and notices a temporal shift has occured:::::

OPS_Mitch:
::readings going batty::

CSO_Ens_D:
:::finds anothger trejectory::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: now, fire phasers at will, keep changing frequencies to match their sginature

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Mitch:
*CEO*  Leurr, are you showing some rather strange readings?  I can't make any sense from my console...

CSO_Ens_D:
::refines frequencies at a digital signal::

Nicke_AGM:
<Cyngus, Trikhonis>*Delphyne* we are in position to move...are you ready?

Tac_Ktarn:
::fires phaser traget the main liquad stroage area::

CO_Ber:
*All ships: they are changing course, keep your distance and fire phasers at will

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are traveling back in time at a rate of one hour per minute.  Subjectively, of course.

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* my readigns show no logical readings at all. the only reading i get is a temporal shift has occured

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE FLEET MOVES IN ON THE DEFENSE LINES POSITION

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: Sir, try to phase frequencies through 700 - 1456mhz and change so we can overload thier phasing...

CEO_Leurr:
::::activates zero-g boots and is drawn to teh florr:::::

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Sir, most amphibians were sensitive to high frequency sounds..  We could reconfigure the deflector dish to emit extreme high end sonic pulses...  that might have some effect

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir should i fire our last Mircowav tropedo?

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: hmm, yes once again one of each.

Tac_Ktarn:
<<<Opps forget the last>>>

CSO_Ens_D:
::notices my butt is in the air::

CSO_Ens_D:
::activates gravity boots::

CSO_Ens_D:
::back on the ground::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: configure the dish, let me know when your ready

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires a tricollt phased and no phased torpedo::

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Aye sir

CEO_Leurr:
::::: in ENG going over all ENG systems::::::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE TORPEDO MISSES ITS MARK

EnsAbrams:
CO: the temporal shift has stopped.  We are closing on the alien fleet at the edge of the system.

EnsAbrams:
CO: USS Griffon is heading for the other colony.

CO_Ber:
Abrams: and where are they heading?

OPS_Mitch:
:: reconfiguring dish to emit extreme high frequency pulses::

CEO_Leurr:
*co* we are all a go in ENG sir.   all systems are showing green light status

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION THE ALIEN SHIPS BEGIN EVASIVE MANUEVERS ONE SHIP HEADS FOR THE TRIKHONIS, ANOTHER LARGE MOTHER SHIP HEADS FOR THE CYNGUS AND DELPHYNE

Tac_Ktarn:
::wonders how the Griffon and Captain Bardley are doing::

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are chasing them tow...wait...they are changing course.

OPS_Mitch:
::slightly modifies shields to filter out the sound in case anyone/thing on the del is sensitive to it::

CO_Ber:
Abrams: full about..........

Tac_Ktarn:
::locks two microwav tropedos into the launch bay::

CEO_Leurr:
:::::: conduit  in main eng begins to leak::::::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: We have one mothership coming straight for us!

Tac_Ktarn:
CSO: What freg are they at?

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Captain, the dish is ready whenever you are..  I also modified the shields to filter it out on our end..

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: Incoming mother ship

CEO_Leurr:
::::begins to seal off main eng:::::

CO_Ber:
Abrams: now comes the tricky part..stay ahead of them till the moment it right

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Sir what if we were to phase our shields at the same rate of their phase we could deflect fire...

EnsAbrams:
CO: Are we running away?

CEO_Leurr:
*co, tac, ops* i have a power leak, im sealing off main eng.....

OPS_Mitch:
*CEO*  Leurr, I'm showing a leak down there..  can you fix it?

CO_Ber:
CSO: if you can do that in about 30 seconds. go ahead

EnsAbrams:
::turns the ship 180 degrees and matches their speed::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE CYNGUS AND TRIKHONIS BEGIN HEAVY FIREFIGHTING WITH THE MERGED SHIP, WHILE THE CONNON AND DELPHYNE TRY TO STAVE OFF THE OTHER TWO

CEO_Leurr:
::::: notices plasma leak in main eng.... compartment isstartign to fill with plasma::::::

Tac_Ktarn:
::fires phased phasers:::

CSO_Ens_D:
::sets modifcation, and starts phasing shields in .1 intervoles::

EnsAbrams:
CO: we have a second bogie on us!

CEO_Leurr:
crew in main eng: EVAC through the jefferies tubes

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Sir...  the dish is ready whenever you are...

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: There you go, that should help...

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE AND CANNON TAKE HEAVY HITS

CO_Ber:
Abrams: Ktarn: lay down some mines......full spread

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION; THE CANNON LOSES MAIN POWER

CEO_Leurr:
:::trying to get the plasma leak to stop:::::

Tac_Ktarn:
::drops out some nice mines::

OPS_Mitch:
::shakes in his seat but remains in it::

EnsAbrams:
::grabs the cosole to stay in seat::

CO_Ber:
OPS: when they go around the mine field. fire!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION; THE DELPHYNE BEGINS LOSING POWER

OPS_Mitch:
Ber:  Aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE LOSES WEAPONS POWER

CSO_Ens_D:
::slams counsel:; Nothing is working!!

CEO_Leurr:
:::;watches as the ENG teams evac main eng::::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: I'm losing the engines again!

CO_Ber:
::lights flicker::

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: sir all weapos of line

OPS_Mitch:
*Leurr*  Leurr, I'm attempting to seal off the leak from here...

Tac_Ktarn:
::shouts:::Ops: I need power to weapons ASAP!!!

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION; THE CYGNUS TAKES HEAVY DAMAGE

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: fire at will, we're about to turn into the fire

CEO_Leurr:
:::leaves main eng as the plasma starts to fill main eng::::::

OPS_Mitch:
::shout back::  Ktarn:  I'm working on it!

Tac_Ktarn:
::frustated::CO: sir All weapons are off line

CEO_Leurr:
::::: gets up to jeffereies tube a-2:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: Engines are off line!

Tac_Ktarn:
::snarls at ops::

OPS_Mitch:
*CEO*  Leurr, I'm going to shut down nonessential power to main engineering now...  I need it

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops, tac* main eng is gone..... filled with plasma

CO_Ber:
Abrams: take us around to our other sisters ships.

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Sir I could take out their defense and possibly stop drain, If I got closer with a shuttle....

OPS_Mitch:
::brings weapons back up to 30%::

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* emrgency vents online?

OPS_Mitch:
Ktarn:  You should have your weapons back now...

EnsAbrams:
CO: I have nothing but thrusters.  That may take a while.

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops, tac* vents offline... contained in main eng... no casualty reports

CEO_Leurr:
*co* ill see if i can access eng from teh bridge

CSO_Ens_D:
::collecting data all through this mission::

Tac_Ktarn:
::Heads over to the captain side and whispers::CO:Sir if we outfit one of our shuttles with the phased cloaks. I could lead an ausslt team to try and take over there ship.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE IS HIT AGAIN

OPS_Mitch:
::takes a deep breath and looks at what his board is telling him::

Tac_Ktarn:
Ops: about time

CO_Ber:
::pushed forward from the blast::

Tac_Ktarn:
::heads back to tac::

CSO_Ens_D:
::over hears TAC:: TAC: Sir could I go with you?

Tac_Ktarn:
::returns power::

CEO_Leurr:
::::  climbs jefferies tube a-10 and falls after the ship is jolted from the last hit::::::

OPS_Mitch:
::mutters::  Pushy Klingons...

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: you can set a shuttle up with an automatic pilot.....

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE DELPHYNE , AND CYNGUS ARE BOTH ROCKED

Tac_Ktarn:
::a little confused::CO: Sir But what will a shuttle do?

OPS_Mitch:
::almost thrown from his console::

CEO_Leurr:
:::::: hits head on the ladder at the entrance to main eng fell 13 meters::::::

CSO_Ens_D:
::takes up, and trys to deflect power draions::

CEO_Leurr:
:::out cold:::::

EnsAbrams:
::thrown from chair hits head on floor::

Tac_Ktarn:
::able to stand since klingons where bread to stand when ships are under weapons fire::

CSO_Ens_D:
::holds up stril standing::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: WEAPONS COME UP TO 45%

CSO_Ens_D:
ALL: HA!

CO_Ber:
Abrams: eta to the Cygnus?

CSO_Ens_D:
::does samething again::

Tac_Ktarn:
<sec>::spots Lt Luer::*sickbay*: Medical emergney the CEO out

EnsAbrams:
::gets back up with hand over gash in forehead::looks at panel::

OPS_Mitch:
::shuts down main engines since they are useless now and sends the freed up power to the tactical systems and impulse::

Tac_Ktarn:
<SEC>*bridge*: the CEO Is hurt

OPS_Mitch:
Helm:  Do you have any impulse power yet?  You should have som...

Tac_Ktarn:
::readys a special shuttle::

CEO_Leurr:
::::still out cold, bleeding. head wound:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: about fifteen minutes, sir.  I'm running at 10% impulse.

Tac_Ktarn:
<sec>::treats CEO head wound::

CO_Ber:
*Ktarn* fill it with warheads....let me know when your ready........

CEO_Leurr:
:::: out cold still could have spinal injury::::::

EnsAbrams:
::blood is pouring down side of face; staining the bridge carpeting::

CSO_Ens_D:
CO: Sir do think in this situation we could use cloak :-)

Tac_Ktarn:
*CO*: aye sir> tric-colbert?

OPS_Mitch:
CO:  Sir, the alien mother ship is within range of my deflector dish..  shall I fire?

CO_Ber:
*Ktarn* whatever you have available.

CO_Ber:
*luerr* report!

Tac_Ktarn:
<Sec>*TR*:Emergny beaming to sickbay for one lock on to CEO combadge

EnsAbrams:
OPS: can you get me power from somewhere?

CO_Ber:
Michell: yes. fire!

Tac_Ktarn:
<sec>*CO*: THE CEO injuered

OPS_Mitch:
Abrams:  Yes, but not much..

EnsAbrams:
I'll take it!

OPS_Mitch:
::locks onto the alien mother ship and fires the fully charged deflector dish modified to extreme high frequency pulses::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  THE SECOND MOTHER SHIP IS HIT...

CSO_Ens_D:
::does a double ping microwave hit on all objects using a type of sonar technology::

EnsAbrams:
::decides to stop holding head since it's not stopping the blood anyway::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: IT APPEARS TO BE PHASING

CO_Ber:
:hjmmmm::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: do that again

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: SENSORS CAN STILL NOT READ THE DAMAGE

Tac_Ktarn (Sound - Transporter.wav):
<TR>::Beams the CEO striaght to sic bay::

OPS_Mitch:
::sends all current available power to helm::

OPS_Mitch:
::locks onto the alien mother ship and fires the fully charged deflector dish modified to extreme high frequency pulses::

Tac_Ktarn:
*CO*:Sir the shuttle ready

Tac_Ktarn:
:::heads bacl to the bridge::

OPS_Mitch:
Abrams:  Thats all I have at the moment..  did it help?

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: can you feel that?? that hurt them.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THIS TIME THE MOTHERSHIP AVOIDS THE TORPEDO

CSO_Ens_D:
Micth: Try that again at a higher freq::collecting data::

OPS_Mitch:
Ber:  Yes..  I can configure for a constant pulse, but it will slowly drain our power in our current condition..

Tac_Ktarn:
::arrives on the bridge::

CEO_Leurr:
<emh> :::::busy attending to all the wounded:::::

EnsAbrams:
::nods at OPS:: CO: the impulse up to 20 %.   Warp still offline.

Tac_Ktarn:
::takes back the tac station::


CO_Ber:
Mitchell: just pulse them another couple of times....

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: the shuttles ready

OPS_Mitch:
Ber:  Aye..  I'm increasing the frequency by 1000 amps after each time..  let me know if you sense anything...

CEO_Leurr:
<Holrden> *co* CEO is out. injured, main eng is still full of plasma.... vents offline. im headed to the bridge to assume ENG there

CSO_Ens_D:
TAC: Sir could I go with you, I could disable our draining from their

CO_Ber:
Abrams: yes, we need more plasma.......the collectors are responding very slowly

OPS_Mitch:
::increases dish frequency by 1000 amps::

OPS_Mitch:
::locks and fires at the mother ship again:

Tac_Ktarn:
CSO: Scan the ship for the phase freg

OPS_Mitch:
::increases dish frequency by another 1000 amps::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: THE ALIEN SHIPS ALL BEGIN TO PHASE SHIFT..........................AND ESCAPE.............

Tac_Ktarn:
CO: Shall I launch the shuttle?

OPS_Mitch:
::locks and fires at the mother ship again:

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: good, hold on

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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